Alternative Education Calendar 2021- 2022
Class : 6
Sl.
no

week

Month: September
Main learning

Subject:
Subject: Mathematics

Learning activities

outcomes

Lesson 4. Basic Let us facilitate to identify and

Week geometrical
1

1

ideas

Identify and

construct the

points and line
segments.

construct points and line
segment.
●L

●M

●N

L,M and N are the points.
PQ

Evaluation
Let us solve the
activity sheet 1.

Let us solve the
question no. VI

in Suvega page
no.40.

SR


 are the line


and
segments .

https://youtu.be/bBehttps://youtu.be/bBe-HrEkL5c
Let us identify

Let us facilitate to identify and

Line ,Parallel

and intersecting lines.

and construct A
Lines,Ray and
Curves.
Week

2

2

construct a line, parallel lines, ray activity sheet 2.
https://youtu.be/Pzrphttps://youtu.be/Pzrp-U_e8_A

Let us understand polygons and

and name the

https://youtu.be/5qZOeE09https://youtu.be/5qZOeE09-x4

sides, vertices

Let us solve the
problems in

Exercise 4.1.
4.1

Let us identify
the polygons

Let us solve the

its sides, vertices and angles.

Page 1

Let us solve the
activity sheet 3.

Let us solve the

problems in

and diagonals.

Exercise 4.3.
4.3
Let us solve the
question no. VI

in Suvega page
Let us identify

Let us facilitate to identify the

points of

Let us facilitate the student to

and name the
triangles and

quadrilaterals.

points of triangles.

no.40.

Let us solve
solve the

Activity sheet 5.

identify and name the

Let us solve the

of sides, angles, adjacent sides,

Exercise 4.5.
4.5

Quadrilaterals and its main points
opposite sides, adjacent angles,

problems in

opposite angles.

Let us construct
the circle and

write the parts of
circle.

https://youtu.be/dBCw7Oi3seY
Let us facilitate
to construct the
circle. Help
them to identify
and write the
parts of the
circle.

Let us solve the
activity sheet 6.

Let us solve the
problems in

Exercise 4.6.
4.6
Let us solve the
question no. VII

in Suvega page
no.41 .

https://youtu.be/dBCw7Oi3seY

3

Lesson 5:

* Let us measure the length of

Elementary

ruler and divider.

Week Understanding
3

Shapes

Measuring line
segments

line segments with the help of

• Let us answer the given

objects having a flat top.

Measure all sides of the top

Let us solve the
Activity sheet 7.

Let us solve the
problems in

Exercise 5.1
5 .

using a divider and a ruler.
https://youtu.be/0https://youtu.be/0-lSPyXCa0o

Let us learn
angles and

types of the
angles.

• Let us classify the angles
according to the
measurement.

• Let us learn the angles with
the help of clock and the

Let us solve the
activity sheet
8,9,10,11 .

protractor.

Let us solve the

numbers of right angle by

Exercise 5.2 ,

• Let us help them to find the

problems in

clockwise and anticlockwise 5.3 , 5.4 .
direction.

https://youtu.be/vmZSsNAcKrw

Let us solve the

question no. ⅱ, ⅲ,
ⅷ, ⅸ in Suvega
page no.48 .

Let us learn the
meaning of

triangles and

• Let us learn the meaning of

Let us solve the

• Let us classifies the

12.
12.

triangles.

triangles according to
Page 3

activity sheet

types of

triangles.

measures of the sides.

• Let us classify the triangle
by the measure of the
angles.

https://youtu.be/a6Ov2dSP9V0

4

problems in

Exercise 5.6 .
Let us solve the
question no. X

inSuvega page
no.52 .

Let us learn the

• Let us learn the meaning of

Let us solve the

and

• Let us list out the

13.

Week meaning, types,
4

Let us solve the

characteristics of
quadrilaterals .

quadrilaterals .

characteristics of
quadrilaterals.

Fill in the table of

quadrilaterals .

number 125.

• Let us learn the types of
ex :

activity sheet

textbook in page

Let us solve the
problems in

Exercise 5.7 .
https://youtu.be/WZ9V5urkIL8
let us learn the
perpendicular
lines.

Let us help them to identify the
perpendicular lines.

Let us solve the

activity sheet 13.
Let us solve the
problems in

Let us classify polygons

according to their sides.
Page 4

Exercise 5.5

Let us solve the
activity sheet

Let us

14.

polygons

Let us solve the

number of their

Exercise 5.8 .

understand the

problems in

according to the
sides.

https://youtu.be/WZ9V5urkIL8

* They will know

3 dimensional
shapes.
shapes.

• Let us help them to identify
three dimensional shapes

consists of length, breadth
and height .

heightbreadth
heightbreadth
;’

activity
activity sheet 14.

Let us solve the
length

* Let us help them to distinctly

identify their faces, edges and
vertices.

*Let us give examples of objects
used in day today life for 3
dimensional figures.

https://youtu.be/WZ9V5urkIL8
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Let us solve the

problems in

Exercise 5.9 .

Let us solve the
question no. V,
XII in Suvega
page no.48 .

6 Standard

Activity -1

th

Mathematics
Mathematics

1. Give a name for the following points.
points.
P
2. Name the points and line segment for the following figures.
Sl.no.
1

Figure
Figure

Points
A
B

C
D
E

2

3

Line segments
AВ
ВC
CE
ED
DA

4

5

6

6 Standard
th

Activity - 2

Mathematics
Mathematics

Name the lines, parallel lines and rays in the following figures.
Sl.No
1

2

3

4

5

Figure

Lines

PQ

QS
SR


RP

Parallel lines


PQandSR
⃖⃗ ∥ SR
⃖⃗
PQ

Rays
⃗
QS

6 Standard
th

Activity - 3

Mathematics
Mathematics

1.Name
1.Name the vertices, sides, and diagonals for the following figures.
Sl.no
1

Figures

Vertices

Sides

B

AB
BC
CD

DA

A

C
D

2

3

4

Diagonals

AC

5

2. Match the following according to the diagram.

Sl.no

A
A

B

1

Vertex

⃗


2

Side




3

Diagonal

D

4

Ray




Answer
Answer

6 Standard
th

Activity - 4

Mathematics
Mathematics

Angle :An angle is made up of two rays starting from a common initial points.

O is the vertex. This is an angle formed by rays

⃗
 and ⃗
 .We denote this by∠ΑO
OΒ .
1. Name the angles in the given figure.

Sl.no.
1

2

3

4

5

Figures

Angles
∠ΑΒC

∠ΒCD

Activity - 5

6 Standard
th

Mathematics
Mathematics

Triangles:
Triangles: A triangle is a three sided polygon.

Triangle is consists of three sides. We write ΔABC
instead of writing “Triangle ABC”

,
The three sides of the triangle are
are ,
.
The three angles are ∠BAC, ∠BCA , ∠ABC .

The points A, B and C are called the vertices of the triangle.
Quadrilaterals:
Quadrilaterals:A four sided polygon is a quadrilateral.
 , CD
 , DA
.
This quadrilaterals ABCD has four sides = 
AB, BC
It has four angles = ∠BAD,, ∠ABC , ∠DCB , ∠ADC .
It has four vertices = A, B, C,
C, D .
1) Write the vertices,
vertices, sides and angles for the given triangles.
Sl.no.
1

2

3

4

Figure

Vertices
X
Y
Z

Sides

XY

YZ

ZX

Angles
∠XYZ
∠YZX
∠ZXY

2) Write the vertices, sides and angles for the given quadrilaterals.
Sl.no.

Figure

Vertices
J

1

K
L
M

2

3

4

5

6

7

Sides
%
JK

KL
LM


MJ

Angles

∠JKL
∠KLM
∠LMJ
∠MJK

6 Standard
th

Activity - 6

Mathematics
Mathematics

Circles : A circle is the path of a point moving at the same distance
from a fixed point.

I. From the figureidentify
figureidentify and name it :
O=
PQ =
LM =
ON =
LM =
LM

N

ΙΙ.Match
ΙΙ.Match the following:
following:
‘B’

Sl.no.

‘A’ PART

1

Centre of circle

SR

2

a radius

O

3

a diameter

(
&'

4

an arc

TQ

5

a chord

PO

PART

ANSWER

III. Fill in the blanks:
blanks:
1) The longest chord in a circle is called ------------.
------------.
2) The distance around a circle is its --------------.
--------------.
3) Diameter is ---------- the size of a radius.
4) Radius is ----------the
----------the size of a diameter.
5) Distance from center of the circle to circumference
circumference is called --------.
--------.
6) The line segment joining any two points on the circumference of the circle is
called ---------.
---------.

6 Standard
th

Lines:

Activity - 7

Mathematics

Answer the following question:
question:
A part of a line that is bounded by two distinct end points is called -------.
-------.
Which instrument of your geometry box is used to measure line segment ?
Answer:
Answer:- -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

a) Measure the length of the following line segments with the help of your eyes :
AB =

ANSWER

CD =
EF =

b) Measure the length of the following line segments with the help ruler
ruler..
LM =

ANSWER

AB =

PQ =

c) Measure the length of the following line segments with the help divider.
PQ =

ANSWER

AB =

LM =

d) Measure the length of two edges of all the items given
given below and record your
answer in cms.

6 standard mathematics text book : _______________
th

geometry box : ___________________
A4 Sheet : ____________________

Table : ________________________

Match box : ________________________

Activity - 8

6 Standard
th

Mathematics
Mathematics

Angles:
Angles:s:The distance between the two intersecting lines is called as Angle .
and)+
)*
and are two rays.
rays.
A

O

B

‘ O’ is the vertex.

The protractor is used to measure angles.
Types of angle :
1)Acute
1)Acute angle=
angle=an angle less than 900
2) Right angle=
to 0
angle=an angle equal to90
3) Obtuse angle =an angle greater than900 and less than 1800
4) Straight angle=
angle= an angle equal to1800.
5) Reflex angle = an angle greater than
than1800 and less than 3600.
6) Completeangle = an angle equal to 3600.

Match the following :

ⅰ)

Sl.no.

ⅱ)

Types of

Measurement

angle

1

Straight angle An angle equal to 3600.

2

Right angle

0,less than
Greater than180
than

3

Complete

Less than 900

4

Reflex angle

Greater than 900, less

5

Acute angle

An angle equal to 900

6

Obtuse angle

angle

Answer
Answer

3600

than180
1800

An angle equal to 1800

Identify the angles identified in the figure below :
Angle
∠UOT
∠TOS
∠SOR
∠ROQ
∠QOP

Measurement

Type

6 Standard
th

Activity - 9

Mathematics
Mathematics

Ⅰ) In the following figure,
figure, mark the angle occurred place.
place. In
In that identify right angle,
acute,obtuse, straight angle and reflex angle.

Figure

Types of angle

Figures

Types of angle

The Protractor :The curved edge is divided into 180 equal parts .each part is equal to
a ‘degree’ . The
The markings start from 00 on the right side and ends with 1800 on the
left side, and vicevice-versa.

*Write the measurement of the angle specified in the protractor given below and

write the types of angle :

6 Standard
th

Activity - 10

Mathematics

Find the measurement of the angle between the hands
hands of the clock in each image :

How many times hands of the clock makes right angle:
Hours hand movement in clock

1) 3 to 6
2) 2 to 8

3) 5 to 11
4) 10 to 1
5) 12 to 9
6) 12 to 6

Number of right angle
1

Activity - 11

6 Standard
th

Mathematics

NORTH

EAST

WEST

SOUTH

Clockwise :moving from our left to the right
Anti clockwise : rounding from our right to the left.
How many right angles will complete when you turn the following:
Instruction

Number of right angles

1) turning from south to west in clockwise direction
2) turning from north to east in anticlockwise
direction

3) rounding from west to west
4) rounding from south to north
5) turning from south to north in anticlockwise
direction

Page 21

1

Revolution:
ne complete turn is called one revolution.
evolution:One
• The angle for one revolution is a complete angle .(3600)
Draw a picture of the clock in each case and tell where the clock hands will stop
stop::
Sl.no
1

Description
Beginning from 12,, the
rotation will be in clock
wise direction to
½revolutions.

2

Beginning from 2, rotating

½ of the circle in clockwise
direction.

3

Beginning from 5, rotating

¼ of the circle in clockwise
direction.

4

Beginning from 5, the

rotation will be in clock
wise direction to ¾
revolutions.

Figure

6 Standard
th

Activity - 12

Mathematics
Mathematics

Triangles:
Triangles: A triangle is a three sided polygon.

Triangle consists of three sides. We write ΔABC instead of writing “Triangle ABC”
 ,BC
,CA
 .
The three sides of the triangle are AB
The three angles are ∠BAC, ∠BCA, ∠ABC.
The points A, B and C are called the vertices of the triangle.
Naming triangles based on sides:
sides:
Equilateral Triangle:A
sides
Triangle: triangle having three equal sides.
Isosceles Triangle: A triangle having two equal sides.
sides
Scalene Triangle:
Triangle A triangle having all three unequal sides.
ⅰ) Name the following triangles:
triangles:

Naming triangles based on angles:
angles:
Acute angled Triangle:
Triangle: Iff each angle is less than 900, then the triangle is called an
acute angled triangle.
Right angled Triangle: If any one angle is a right angle then the triangle is called a
right angled triangle.
Obtuse angled Triangle:
Triangle: If any one angle is greater than 900, then the triangle is
called an obtuse angled triangle.
1) Observe the figure and name the Triangle
Triangle :

2) Name the types of triangle :
1) Triangle with lengths of sides 7cm, 8cm, 9cm.
Answer:
2) Triangle XYZ,∠Y = 900and XY = YZ then this triangle is called as
Answer:

6 Standard
th

Activity - 13

Mathematics
Mathematics

Quadrilaterals

Quadrilaterals are a polygon with four sides.

, 
, *

Sides :*+
:, +

Angles :∠ΑΒ
:∠ΑΒC
ΑΒC, ∠Β
∠ΒCD,
CD, ∠CD
∠CDΑ
CDΑ,∠D
,∠DΑΒ
Diagonals :*
+
: and 

ⅰ) In the following quadrilateral name the sides, angles and diagonals.
diagonals.

ⅱ) Write the types of following Quadrilaterals: (Rhombus, Trapezium, Rectangle,
Parallelogram, Square, Kite…)

Perpendicular lines:W
lines:When two lines intersect and the

angle between them is a right angle, then the lines
are said to be perpendicular.

Identify the perpendicular lines in the following:

Activity - 14

6 Standard
th

Mathematics
Mathematics

POLYGONS

ⅰ)Count the numbers of the sides of the polygons given below and name them.
Polygons

Number of sides

Polygons

3 sides

Triangle

ⅰ) Name the following figures :

3 dimensional figures

Number of sides
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